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Daigdig Pinoy is an e-Magazine (online magazine) that focuses on featuring the positive areas
of the Philippines. Such as,

    
    -  Philippine Festivals and Local Fiestas  
    -  Philippine Tourist spots and Local Destinations  
    -  Filipino Achievers that have received recognitions here and abroad for their talent,
perseverance and contributions   
    -  Filipino Inventions and Innovations  
    -  Filipino Art,  Culture and our Heritage  
    -  Local Food and Cuisines specialized that are passed down from generation to generation 

    -  Local Businesses including crafts and produce  
    -  Great news, encouraging stories, happenings and events that uplifts the spirits  

  

Our e-magazine simply aims to promote and feature the “BEST OF THE PHILIPPINES"

  

Daigdig Pinoy was started by a Father-Daugther team whose sole purpose, was to bring good
news and positive vibes to every Filipino. That amidst the negative and  frustrating reports we
normally hear everyday in the news or read in the papers... there are also a lot of the good stuff
that has been happening around us. Something  that we need to refocus on, thus, Daigdig
Pinoy was born; an online magazine that focuses on the positive-side, great news and
outstanding stories.

  

With a very tight budget, no connections or idea where to start; this small passionate team
started their search for great people and stories across the country. Their perseverance paved a
way to give ordinary people the platform and opportunity to showcase themselves and be seen.

  

Daigdig Pinoy also travels across the country, in search of the most unique dishes in the hopes
of preserving the traditions and heritage behind it. We also focus on promoting the natural
beauty of our resources with each travel and local destinations article that we write, hoping that
we can encourage everyone to come and visit the Philippines and enjoy every minute of it.

  

What started out as a simple dream and passion of two ordinary people... became a wildfire that
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slowly influenced the big media companies in print, tv and online; To see these giants pave a
way and opening up segments in their platform for such good news and positive vibes is an
accomplishment on its own. We might not have the resources and the influence that they have,
but we have reached their hearts. Making us ever so determined and excited to go on and
continue our advocacy in any way we can.

  

Est. March 2007

  FOLLOW US ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES -->> @daigdigpinoy
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/DaigdigPinoy/
INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/daigdigpinoy/
TWITTER: https://www.twitter.com/daigdigpinoy/   

      

  //   

Got a great story to tell? Send us a message and tell us all about it!

  

√ If you know a story or a person that inspires, instill change and positivity in other people's
lives?
√ Organizations or groups of people that are making a difference in the community?
√ People that have acquired a great accomplishment or international recognition?
√ An aspiring artist or an expert in his craft? An innovator or inventor perhaps?
√ An amazing food trip and unique finds.
√ Better yet, share the beauty, awesomeness and abundance of your city, province or
municipality!

  Feel free to send us a message , we would love to hear all about it!
      

  //   Disclaimer: Daigdig Pinoy only focuses on the positive side of the Country and its People and does
not report on politics, religion or controversial issues.
  Note: All images appearing on this website, unless noted otherwise, are the exclusive property
of Daigdig Pinoy. Duplication, processing, distribution, manipulated or any form of
commercialization of such material shall require the prior written consent of Daigdig Pinoy.
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These copyright laws impose substantial penalties for infringement, and violators will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the law. All images are copyrighted ©daigdigPinoy. For
information about reproduction rights and rates, for any of the images contained within this site,
please contact Daigdig Pinoy. Use of this website constitutes acceptance with the above
copyright notice and all terms and conditions presented here.   
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